ABSTRACT Splitting and combination are two important events of group target motion. However, the existing tracking approaches for group target splitting and combination events suffer the problems of high-computational cost and low accuracy. Under the random finite set framework, with target extent modeled by random matrix, the algorithms for group target splitting and combination tracking based on δ-generalized labeled multi-Bernoulli filter are researched. Three classical splitting modes of group target are discussed. With appropriate splitting criteria developed, e.g., the setting of the splitting gate, the chosen of the splitting dimension, the compensation of the subgroup's centroid position, and so on. According to the characteristics of each mode, the efficiency and the accuracy of the algorithm for group target splitting event are improved. The group combination approach is derived, where the representation of labels under the tack complicatedly changed condition, e.g., the group splitting and combination events jointly exist are given. With the velocity combination criterion established according to the target motion trend, a decreased sensitivity of the algorithm for target splitting event is avoided. The results show that the proposed algorithms have improved the tracking performance for group target splitting and combination events.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-target tracking refers to the estimation of the target state, target number and track from the sensor data corrupted by noise, missed detection, and false alarms [1] - [4] , and is widely applied in military and civilian fields e.g., air traffic control, satellite reconnaissance, automatic drive and biological research etc. [5] - [8] . Currently, the main approaches for multi-target tracking contains joint probabilistic data association filter(JPDAF) [9] - [12] , multiple hypothesis tracking(MHT) [13] - [16] and the approaches based on random finite set (RFS) [17] - [20] . Where, JPDAF, MHT and many other traditional multi-target tracking approaches are the combination of single target filtering and data association in essential, while the RFS based approaches e.g., probability hypothesis density(PHD)
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filter [21] - [25] , cardinalized PHD(CPHD) filter [26] - [30] , multi-Bernoulli(MB) filter [31] - [33] , (Generalized) Labeled Multi-Bernoulli ((G)LMB) filter [34] - [37] are directly for the optimal or sub-optimal estimation of the multi-target state.
While a set of space closed targets motion in a certain mode of collaboration, we call it group target. While the targets in the group distributed close enough or the sensor positioned far enough away from the targets, the distance among the measurements generated by individual targets in a group is small compare to the detection gate, it is hard to estimate the states and relationships of the individuals [38] . Here, the same model as extended target tracking will be involved.
In addition to estimating the kinematic states as in traditional point target tracking, it is also necessary to estimate the extended states and measurement rate of group targets. The extended states are usually modeled by random matrix [39] - [41] or random-hypersurface [42] , [43] . Especially, the random matrix approach attracts much attention for its simple and easy to implementation. The expected number of measurements contains less information about the target compared to kinematics and extent. However, when multiple groups of equal size and shape are spatially closed, tracking performance can deteriorate significantly if the expected number of measurements is unknown [44] . The gamma Gaussian inverse Wishart (GGIW) approach, with the measurement rates modeled as gamma distribution, target extent modeled as random matrix and kinematic states modeled as Gaussian distribution was proposed in [45] , an implementation of the model based on CPHD filter was developed in [46] .
For multi-group target tracking, from the Gaussian inverse Wishart PHD (GIW-PHD) approach developed by Koch [39] to those approaches [46] - [48] based on CPHD filter, the multi-target state was extended from Poisson RFS to i.i.d. cluster RFS, reduces the uncertainty in target number estimation. The MB based approaches, which approximate the multi-target probability density function (pdf) by the MB RFS of missed target and measurement update, could avoid the so-called ''spooky'' effect in CPHD filter [44] . The introduction of (G)LMB RFS in [2] has led to the development of the tractable and mathematically principled RFS-based multigroup target tracker, while the other RFS based approaches mentioned above are not designed to estimate the tracks of targets.
Splitting/Combination wildly exists in group target motion, different from the birth or death, the split/combined subgroup target contains the information of its parent group, is the continuation of the original track. Tracking splitting/combination events, on the one hand, can improve the tracking performance while splitting/combination occurs with the prior information of the track being used, one may lose the track(s) with target splitting not considered especially when a static birth model is adopted. On the other hand, it helps to maintaining the continuity of the track and enhancing the cognition to the group target's behavior, which contribute to the identification of the target's type and attribute (enemy or foe) and the assessment of the target's intent and threat, helps us to make more wisdom decisions and take more proper responses, e.g., according to the splitting/combination of a drone cluster, it is possible to predict what action it may take next, and which of our facilities may be threatened, and if the origin of the track is ignored, misjudgment may be made. Tracking the splitting/combination of a traffic flow helps to predict the traffic condition of each road section, and then we can take more effective traffic control measures in a timely manner.
A group target splitting model is proposed in [49] , where the state's expected value of the split target is identical to the expected value of the state of the original target, while in [50] , the reasonable alternatives about the split target are considered, proposes a more general model. An δ-GLMB filter based implementation of the splitting model proposed in [50] was developed in [51] , where the tracks of targets are estimated as well as targets states, the split tracks and the newly born tracks are discriminated by the track labels, kept the continuity of split tracks. The splitting and combination models in [52] considered the scenario where a group split into multi-subgroups (>2) or multiple groups (>2) combined into one larger group at the same time, are modifications of the models proposed in [50] , however, only the major axis of the target extent is splittable in this splitting model.
In this paper, we develop the GGIW-δ-GLMB based filters for group target splitting and combination tracking under target adaptive birth model and static birth model respectively. The novelty of the proposed approaches is the performance improvement both in accuracy and execution time compared to the existing approaches for group target splitting and combination tracking. The main contributions of this work consist in: I) 3 classical splitting modes are considered and the joint probability densities of target states (including kinematic state, extended state, and measurement-rate state) in different splitting modes is approximately derived.
II) Develops the δ-GLMB form of posterior labeled multigroup target density with target combination considered.
III) Makes the labeling rule for a complicatedly changed track, i.e., a combined track or splitting and combination both occurred scene.
IV) Analyses the characteristics of the 3 splitting modes and target combination motion, then develops corresponding splitting and combination criteria to make the proposed approach tractable.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the backgrounds on δ-GLMB filter and GGIW-δ-GLMB filter, and in Section 3 we develop the theoretical approaches for group target splitting and combination based on δ-GLMB filter and the label rule for complicatedly changed track. Section 4 develops the splitting and combination criteria relating to the implementation of these algorithms. Section 5 displays the simulation results and conclusions are presented in section 6.
II. BACKGROUNDS
This section provides background on δ-GLMB filter and its implementation on group target tracking based on GGIW model.
A. δ-GLMB FILTER (δ-)GLMB filter models the multi-target state as labeled RFS, discriminates the states of different targets by the distinct label from a discrete label space, thus the target track can be estimated. The generalized Kronecker delta function and the inclusion function are respectively defined as
where X , Y may be vectors, scalars or sets. Let X and L be the state space and discrete label space of multi-target respectively, and ξ ∈ X denotes the unlabeled VOLUME 7, 2019 target state, ∈ L denotes the state label. We define the distinct label indicator function as
where X = (ξ, ) i , i = 1, 2, 3, · · · , |X | denotes an labeled RFS on X × L, and (X ) = 1 is always satisfied if L (X ) is a set of unique labels in X . |X | denotes the cardinality of X . L (X ): X × L → L denotes the projection from the labeled state set to the corresponding label set. A δ-GLMB RFS is distributed according to [34] π (X ) = (X )
where, I ∈ F (L) denotes a set of tracks labels at current time (k). is a discrete space, ς ∈ represents a history of association maps upto time k − 1, i.e., ς = (θ 1 , · · · , θ k−1 ), and θ denotes a function maps track labels to the measurement indices of corresponding time.
exponential, and h is a real-valued function and h ∅ = 1.
) is non-negative and p (ς ) (ξ, ) is a probability density, then eq.(4) and eq.5 are satisfied
B. GGIW-δ-GLMB FILTER
The GGIW-δ-GLMB filter is developed in [2] , we list some related results about GGIW-δ-GLMB filter in this subsection as these will be used later. Let R + , R sd , S d ++ denote space of positive real numbers, space of real (s · d) × 1 vectors, and space of d × d positive definite matrices respectively. At time k, the GGIW distributed group target density is given on the space
where, γ k ∈ R + denotes the measurement rate state. x k ∈ R sd denotes the centroid state. X k ∈ S d ++ denotes the extended state, and we model the group target state as
k is a parameter array encapsulated in the state of group target. α k and β k denote the shape and inverse scale parameter of gamma distribution respectively. m k is the expected value of centroid state,P is the covariance of centroid state on singledimension state space, P k =P k ⊗ X k denotes the covariance of centroid state on all-dimension state space. ν k and V k denote the degrees of freedom and scale matrix of inverse Wishart distribution respectively.
For compactness we omit the subscript k for the current time, and let the subscript ''+'' indicate the next time. With a δ-GLMB distributed multi-group target posterior of current time, the predicted labeled multi-group target density of next time is given by [2] 
where w
(ς)
The birth density is an LMB with label space B, weight w B (·) and single target densities p B (ξ + , + ). w S (ξ + , + ) denotes the density of the target survives to the next step, and it is a prediction of the prior density p (ς) (ξ, ) via transition density f (ξ + |ξ, ) and survival probability p S (ξ, ) of a single target (ξ, ). q S (ξ, ) is the probability that a target does not survive. Further, the density p B (ξ + , + ) and p
Given a δ-GLMB distributed multi-group prior density, the posterior is given by
(ς,θ)
Z denotes a finite measurement set.
) is a space of association mappings θ, U θ( ) (Z ) denotes a measurement subset in partition U (Z ), which is corresponding to label .g U θ ( ) (Z ) |ξ, is the likelihood that target (ξ, ) generates measurement set U θ( ) (Z ). k is an intensity function of clutter.
III. GGIW-δ-GLMB FILTER BASED APPROACHES FOR GROUP SPLITTING/ COMBINATION TRACKING
In this section we address the problems of group targets splitting and combination respectively. The spitting methodology describes in [50] are expanded in 3 splitting modes based on GGIW-δ-GLMB filter in Subsection A, the latter two are first addressed in publication. The GGIW-δ-GLMB filter based approach for group target combination tracking is derived, and the labeling process for a complex track (where the track may generated by several splitting and combination) is addressed in Subsection B.
A. GGIW-δ-GLMB FILTER BASED APPROACHES FOR GROUP SPLITTING TRACKING
There are 3 classical modes for group target splitting: x The group are splitting into several (here we consider 2) subgroups due to different tasks, routes etc., characterized by a decreased measurement rate and estimated area for each split subgroup. y While split, one of the split subgroups keeps its extension and measurement rate nearly unvaried compared to the parent, this may occur when an aircraft formation drops a drone fleet or lunches multiple missiles. z The before mentioned two could be seen as active splitting, where the split pair are coexistence. However, there are some special cases, where there only one split subgroup exists, and the other does not survive e.g., while an aircraft formation attacked by air defense weapons and destroyed a part of the membership, the extension area and the measurements number of the group will decrease, this could be seen as the formation splits with mode 3. We call the 3 splitting modes as S1, S2 and S3 respectively. And group 1 ∼ 3 in Fig. 8 represent the 3 modes respectively.
The splitting mode referred in [50] , [51] is corresponding to the S1 of this paper, here we give the approximation of predicted labeled joint density of split pair derived in [51] for (20) where, L ,T,+ denotes the label set split from label .
T,i,j,+ ∈ L ,T,+ denotes the label of the j th group split from the i th dimension of the labeled group, and T,i,j,+ = ( , k + 1, 2 (i − 1) + j). The sequence number 2 (i − 1) + j discriminates multiple splitting subgroups originating simultaneously from the same parent. 0 < κ < 1 is a splitting parameter, it can be a number or an array with all elements belong to interval (0, 1), as each element corresponding to a splitting hypothesis, κ provides a multiple hypotheses framework where each hypothesis generate a different split pair, represents an alternative splitting event. For convenience, let κ be a number in this section. ξ 1:2,+ , L ,T,+ = ξ 1,+ , T,i,1,+ , ξ 2,+ , T,i,2,+ is a split pair selected from all the splitting hypothesis. p 
m + , α + , β + denote the predicted state parameter of the next step if split does not occur. e i and v i denote the i th eigenvalue and eigenvector of predicted extended state X + . ν (i,κ) + and V (i,κ) + denote the degrees of freedom and scale matrix of inverse Wishart distribution conditioned on i and κ. H denotes the measurement matrix. More details about the calculation could be referenced in [50] .
Different from S1, one of the split subgroups keeps the same expected state as its parent in S2. We could compute the split subgroups by the splitting model the same as S1 firstly, then choose one as the split subgroup of S2. Thus the split pair of S2 contains one ancestral element, i.e., the parent's expected state, and a non-ancestral element generated from splitting model. The approximation of predicted labeled joint density of split pair could be derived heuristicallŷ (25) where, p j,+ , T,i,j,+ denotes the target density generated from the splitting model. To keep consistent with (20) in expression and discriminate the split tracks with their parent, let p
It can be learnt from (20) and (25) or (26) that the split pair are coexistence at splitting time in S1 and S2, however, there only one split subgroup exists in S3, results in a different target density distribution from S1 and S2. With a same splitting model as S1, choose one member from the split pairs as the hypothetical split subgroup of S3 once a time. The approximation of predicted labeled density of split subgroup could be derived heuristicallŷ (27) With the predicted labeled density of split subgroups approximated to eq. (20), (26) or (27) , given the multi-target posterior be a δ-GLMB of the form (3), the predicted labeled multi-target density after splitting is also a δ-GLMB. More details could be referenced in [51] . The GGIW-δ-GLMB prior multi-group density could be expressed as eq. (28) conditioned on the 3 splitting modes:
where S T and S NT denote the label space of the split subgroups and the survived but non-splitting groups respectively, and S NT ∩ S T = S T ∩ B = S NT ∩ B = ∅. X T,+ , X NT,+ +, X B denote the labeled state set of split subgroup, survived but non-splitting group and the birth group target respectively.
NT denotes the density of single survived but non-splitting group.
Given a GGIW-δ-GLMB prior density of the form (28), the GGIW-δ-GLMB posterior density of multi-group conditioned on the 3 splitting modes is given as
where
B. GGIW-δ-GLMB FILTER BASED APPROACHES FOR GROUP COMBINATION TRACKING
Group target combination could be seen as an inverse process of S1, and the density of the combined state keeps GGIW distributed [50] . Assume the unlabeled states ξ 1 , ξ 2 ∈ X 12 ⊂ X , with corresponding labels 1 and 2 respectively, and they combined at time k, with the combined state ξ C12 labeled with C,
where −1, −2, −3 denote the indices of combined track beginning, 2 beginning, and the combination time, j is a distinct number sequence. Let
The posterior multi-group density of the form (15) could be rewritten as
After combination, the posterior multi-group density is given as
Then, eq. (34) is a δ-GLMB of the form (3). The posterior multi-group density after combination is a GGIW-δ-GLMB.
Given the unlabeled state of two groups
, their unlabeled combined state
where, H k denotes the measurement matrix. While combined, different arrangement of 1 and 2 will lead to a non-unique label C, 1 , 2 i.e., (−1, 1 , −2,
To ensure the uniqueness of C, 1 , 2 , the position of 1 and 2 in C, 1 , 2 should fixed. For convenience we call the one ahead has a higher priority. As usual, the penultimate number of a label indicates the birth time of a track or the time of its last change e.g., splitting or combination, and the last number of the label is a sequence number. We order 1 and 2 in combined track C, 1 , 2 according to the rules: Rule x : Compare the length and the array members of 1 and 2 to determine whether they generated from the same track or born at the same time and no other change occurs. If they are of the same length and identical to each other except for the last element, then they do, and we put the one whose last element smaller ahead.
Rule y: If x does not satisfied, extract the information of the 2 tracks about the time, modes (birth/ splitting/ combination) and the track sequence number of each changing or birth (if a combined sub-track C, 1 , 2 contained, extract the information of the priority one ( 1 or 2 ) before the combination), then compare them from the beginning of the tracks in time → modes → sequence number order, if all are identical, move to the next changing time until the first different appear. If any difference, we order 1 and 2 according to: early time priority; birth takes precedence over splitting over combination; smaller sequence number priority.
The process to generate C, 1 , 2 is as shown in Fig. 1 . Notice that, while both splitting and combination of the groups are considered. Let the splitting label be
to ensure the uniqueness of the track and to detect the change of a track quickly, where 0 is a splitting index.
Each possible splitting/combination will generate a different single target GGIW density, then change the predicted multi-target δ-GLMB density, which will lead to an exponential growth in computing complexity. Theoretically, the splitting may occur at any time on any group, and the combination may happen between any two or more groups. In reality, splitting may occur only for few moments during a tracking period, and the two groups may combination only if they are closing enough both in velocities and positions. To make VOLUME 7, 2019 the approaches computationally and accurately feasible, reasonable splitting/combination criteria will be designed in section IV.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF SPLITTING/COMBINATION APPROACHES BASED ON GGIW-δ-GLMB FILTER
This section provides more details on the implementation of the approaches for splitting and combination tracking based on GGIW-δ-GLMB filter. We begin in Section IV.A by providing the group splitting criteria include: 1) splitting gates; 2) prediction of splitting dimension; 3) compensation to the centroid position of the split subgroup for the above mentioned 3 splitting modes. Then, in Section IV.B we describe the combination criteria for group target tracking, where an adaptive velocity criterion for group target combination is provided.
A. GROUP SPLITTING CRITERIA
If κ is an array, 2d |κ| + 1 possible predicted GGIW components will be generated from one posterior GGIW component, where one from group surviving and prediction and 2d |κ| from group splitting, which lead d |κ| splitting pair for S1 (see (20) ) or 2d |κ| splitting pair for S2 or S3 (see (26) and (27) , for S3, one splitting pair only contains one GGIW component). If a posterior GLMB component contains n GGIW components, (2d |κ| + 2) n − 1 predicted GLMB components will be generated at most, where target death is contained in 2d |κ|+2, ''−1'' denotes no target exists, and the GLMB RFS is ∅. The exponential growth of predicted GLMB components makes the algorithm computationally infeasible.
In practice, the probability of target splitting is very small. Here, we assume that only one group may split at most in each moment. Thus, n (2d |κ| + 2) − 1 predicted GLMB components will be generated from one posterior GLMB component at most.
1) SPLITTING GATES
The ratio of area to the number of measurements was first acted as a basis of the splitting in [52] 
where, e l k denotes the eigenvalue of the extended state X k in the l th-dimension. S e,k = 4π d l=1 e l k denotes the area of the group extent. d denotes the dimension number of the extended state. U 0 is a preset splitting gate.
We must preset U 0 , while splitting according to the criteria of [52] . However, it is not easy to determine the value of U 0 , since we can't know the scale of the group and the distribution density of the targets in the group in advance in a non-cooperative scenario, moreover the distribution density of different groups in a scenario may be inconsistent. Reference [51] has the changing of the ratio of the area to the number of measurements be the splitting criteria, is more flexible. The criteria is given as
where, U S,k|k , U S,k|k−1 denote the ratio of the estimated area to the estimated number of measurements and the predicted area to the predicted number of measurements respectively. 1 ≤ o R denotes the splitting criteria, which is corresponding to the changing of the ratio. However, the before mentioned approaches for splitting gates only suitable for the scene where the ratio of the area and the number of measurements becomes greater, if we model all the split subgroups with a non-split one. The 3 splitting modes mentioned in this paper have its own characteristics, if we model the split subgroups with a non-split one at the splitting moment: x splitting mode 1: The estimated area increased, but the measurement ratio does not vary much, thus the ratio of estimated area and measurement rate becomes greater. y splitting mode 2: Both the estimated area and the measurement rate increased. z splitting mode 3: Both the estimated area and the measurement rate decreased. For the latter two modes, we do not know whether the ratio of estimated area and measurement rate becomes greater or not. So, splitting gates should be designed according to its own characteristics.
Splitting gate 1:
where, o γ 1,d , o γ 1,u denote the up-gate and down-gate for measurement rate changing in splitting mode 1 respectively. o S 1 the splitting gate for the area changing in splitting mode 1. Splitting gate 2
where, o γ 2 denotes the splitting gate for the measurement rate in splitting mode 2. o S 2 denotes the splitting gate for the area changing in splitting mode 2. Notice that, if there is no time delay, the joint density of split pair expressed by (25) or (26) has a good performance. While there is a time delay i.e., splitting gate 2 is considered. The performance of (25) or (26) deteriorating, even worse than (20) in the scene of splitting mode 2. So, in this paper, splitting gate 1 and splitting gate 2 are both considered conditioned on (20) in the simulations. Splitting gate 3
where, o γ 3 denotes the splitting gate for the measurement rate in splitting mode 3. o S 3 denotes the splitting gate for the area changing in splitting mode 3.
In this paper, we let
2) PREDICTION OF SPLITTING DIMENSION
From (20), (26), (27) , we know that, the splitting in each dimension of the group is considered, which will cause a computational redundancy. Practically, while splitting according to S1 or S2, the extended radius of the splitting-dimension increases and the splitting-dimension will have a bigger changing than the non-splitting-dimension in extended radius. Contrarily, while splitting according to S3, the extended radius of the splitting-dimension decreases and the splitting-dimension will have a bigger changing than the non-splitting-dimension in extended radius. Thus, we could choose one extended dimension of the group as the splitting-dimension to improve computation efficiency. In 2-dimension group target tracking, it is in details as For S1/S2
where, a k|k and b k|k denote the estimation of the extended radius in each dimension respectively at time k, we call the sequence of the dimension as 1 and 2 respectively. a k|k−1 and b k|k−1 denote the prediction of the extended radius in each dimension respectively at time k.
Moreover, as a GLMB component represents a possible multi-target density in δ-GLMB filter, only the target contained in the most weighted GLMB component will considered splitting in this paper, which reduces the computational complexity to some extent at a small cost of tracking accuracy.
3) COMPENSATION TO THE CENTROID POSITION OF THE SPLIT SUBGROUP
While splitting, the kinematic states of the subgroups are computed by (23) and (24) . If the sensor measures the position of the target, (23) and (24) denote the offsets of the subgroups' positions relative to the expected position of the group they originated from conditioned on Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-DIV) distance. While splitting gates considered, time delay usually exists in group splitting, which result that the splitting can only be detected at several moments later. Here, the offset computed by K-DL approximation is smaller than the real, if the difference between the approximated one and the real one is too large, we may miss the track, especially for S1 and S2. Thus, remove the coefficients (1 − κ) and κ in front of √ e i H T v i in (23) and (24) could make compensation to the position error caused by time delay in S1 and S2. Notice that, as the time delay has a relatively small effect on extended state and measurement rate relative to the centroid position, and extended state of the split subgroup is computed conditioned on its kinematic state, we should compute all the parameters contained in ζ 
With the kinematic states recalculated, only 2 different kinematic states may appear in all possible splitting hypoth- esizes of one dimension, here, the splitting hypothesizes with the same kinematic state could distinct from each other according to their extended states and measurement rate states. The calculating procedure of the subgroups' state parameters is given as
B. GROUP COMBINATION CRITERIA
In practically, the groups to be combined must be consistent in velocity, and be closed enough in position. The combination criteria in [50] and [52] have a similar meaning, but different in expression. This paper comprehensively considered the two expressions, gives the constraint of velocity vector of the to be combined groups i and j (47) where,
k|k denote the covariance matrices of the two groups at time k respectively. I v is an n x × n x matrix, with identities on the velocity states(all other elements are zero). 0 < o c,ij is a combination threshold. This expression avoid setting combination gates for the magnitude and direction of velocity respectively as in [52] .
As the changing of the combined area could reflect the distance between the targets to be combined, we have the changing of the area as the distance constraint of the to be combined groups i and j denotes that the area of combined ellipse greater than the sum of the two groups to be combined, and it means that the two groups are overlapping. Otherwise, the two groups do not overlapping, but the difference between the area of combined group and the area of the two groups to be combined stays in a reasonable range. This expression avoids the judgments to all received measurements, and avoids the repeated judgment to the common measurements of the two to be combined groups as in [50] . It does not discriminate the positive or negative of the area before and after combination as in [52] , reduce the number of judgments. Because of the estimation error, we usually set a relatively larger gates to ensure that the targets two be combined will be determined, however, a excessive threshold will hinder the determine to group splitting, e.g., a newly split pair combined to one. By analysis, we find that the difference between the velocities of those to be combined groups will decrease by time; conversely, it will increase between the split pair. Thus, we set a varied velocity gate according to the change of the velocity difference as is given in Table 2 .
Where, v
k|k , v (2) k|k are estimation to the velocity vector of group 1 and group 2 respectively. v (1) k|k−1 , v (2) k|k−1 denote the prediction to the velocity vector of group 1 and group 2 respectively. o c,ij1 > o c,ij2 , and o c,ij1 = 150, o c,ij2 = 5 in this paper.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
To illustrate the effectiveness of each part of the proposed approaches (GG-DCPC-G123-com and GG-PC-G123-abcom) and the comprehensive performances of them, 6 scenarios are considered in this section. The performances of GGIW-δ-GLMB filter for group splitting tracking are illustrated in Scenarios 1 ∼ 4. Where, the validity of splitting gate 1 (40) and splitting dimension predict (43) in section IV, subsection A, are illustrated in Scenario 1. The validity of splitting gate 2 (41) and subgroups centroid positions compensation ( (45) and (46)) in section IV, subsection A, are illustrated in Scenario 2. The validity of splitting gate 3 (42) and splitting dimension predict (44) in section IV, subsection A, are illustrated in Scenario 3. The comprehensive performances of GGIW-δ-GLMB filter for group splitting tracking are illustrated in Scenario 4, where three splitting modes mentioned in Section III, subsection A all exist. In Scenario 5, the performances of the proposed approaches in tracking a scenario where group splitting and combination are both exist are illustrated. Cross motion of multiple group targets are considered in Scenario 6, which illustrates the influence of cross motion to the proposed approaches.
The simulation scenarios and model parameters are designed mainly according to [2] and [50] . Constant acceleration (CA) model is adopted in all of the scenarios, with the standard deviation of the process noise be q = 0.2 m/s 2 , the initialed covariance matrixP 0 = diag [10, 5, 1] 2 . For the δ-GLMB with static birth, the survival probability of the group is set to P S = 0.99, the splitting probability At k th moment, the true extension of the i th group target is X (1) Scenario 1: Only group 1 exists. The group moves with constant velocity during 1 ∼ 5s, and split at t = 6s according to S1, a split pair with measurement rates γ Fig.2 , where the ''→'' index the direction of movement.
Static model is used for target birth, the performance of the 3 different splitting filters are compared: the group splitting approach based on GGIW-PHD filter (here named GGIW-PHD) used in [50] , the static birth model based approach in [51] , where (39) is taken as the splitting criteria (GG-G0), and the GG-DC-G1 filter, where splitting gate 1 (see (40) ) and the prediction of splitting dimension (see (43) ) are considered. The optimal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA) error of the state estimation, the estimated target number and the execution time of the 3 filters are shown in Fig.3 . The calculations of OSPA error are the same as in [51] . Fig.3(a)-Fig.3(c) illustrate that while tracking splitting group target, the GGIW-δ-GLMB filter based approaches GG-G0 and GG-DC-G1 have better performances than the GGIW-PHD filter based one on the estimation of kinematic state, extended state and measurement rate state which illustrate that the former 2 have a stronger ability in tracking group target splitting, and are less likely to miss the track of the split subgroups. Due to the estimation error and measurement error, the splitting criteria in GG-DC-G1 filter are less likely to be satisfied than the criterion in GG-G0 filter, because the former are more rigorous, which results a more sever delay in distinguishing the group target's splitting, thus the GG-G0 filter slightly outperforms GG-DC-G1 filter in state estimation and target number estimation while group target splitting. While not splitting, the performance of GG-DC-G1 filter and GG-G0 filter are almost the same during t = 10 ∼ 16s, indicating that the deterioration of DD-DC-G1 filter during splitting stage is due to the delay of the splitting discrimination, but not the track missing; during t = 2 ∼ 5s the performance of GG-DC-G1 is slightly better than GG-G0, because the rigorous splitting criteria of GG-DC-G1 filter prevent the occurrence of false splitting, see in Fig.3(a)-Fig.3(e) .
As in [51] , we extract the critical times of a track during its motion to get its time label t = t b ; t s 1 ; · · · ; t s n ; t d , where t b denotes the birth time of the track, t s i denotes the i th splitting time, t d denotes the death time of the track. The difference between the time label of an estimated track and a real one could reflects the similarity of the two tracks, so, the OSPA error of the time label of the estimated track could be used to investigate the tracking performance of the algorithm to target track. A smaller OSPA error on track label indicates that the estimated track is more stable and has less time delay. For simplicity, here we only consider the last splitting time, then t = [t b ; t s ; t d ], if the track do not split during its motion, t s i = t b . From Fig.3 (d) , we can see that GG-DC-G1 has a time delay in tracking group splitting compared with GG-G0. The execution time shown in Fig.3 (f) illustrates the application of splitting gates and the predicted dimension could greatly improve the algorithm's efficiency.
(2) Scenario 2: Both group 1 and group 2 exist. Group target 1 moves with constant velocity during 1 ∼ 13s, and split according to S1 at t = 14s, the split pair moves with constant acceleration during 15 ∼ 26s, and other parameters about group target 1 and its split pair are of the same values with scenario 1. Group target 2 emerges at t = 7s, and moves with constant velocity during 7 ∼ 18s, split according to S2 at t = 19s, a split pair with measurement rates γ Fig.4 , where the ''→'' index the direction of movement.
Static model is used for target birth. The 4 different splitting tracking filters: GGIW-PHD based splitting filter, GG-G0, the GG-DC-G1 based filter where the subgroups' centroid positions are compensated (see (45) and (46)), named GG-DCPC-G1, and the GG-DC-G1 based filter where splitting gate 2 (see (41)) and subgroups' centroid positions compensation (see (45) and (46)) are contained, named GG-DCPC-G12 are introduced for scenario 2. The results are shown in Fig.5 .
It can be seen from Fig.5(a)-Fig.5 (c) that the performances of the GGIW-PHD based splitting filter suffer serious deterioration while group target splitting occurs, which are mainly because the loss of subgroups' estimation (see Fig.5(e) ). The running time of the GGIW-PHD based splitting filter increased sharply with the number of group target increases, because each updated GGIW component of the last moment will generate 2d |κ| + 1 predicted GGIW components in the approach. While most updated GGIW components of the other 3 filters will generate 1 predicted GGIW component, only a small part will generate 2d |κ| + 1 (or 2 |κ| + 1) predicted components with the splitting gate (and splitting dimension prediction) applied. The performance of GGIW-PHD based splitting filter is superior to the other 3 filters after t = 31s, because there is a time delay in GLMB based filter when a target deaths, the details will be presented in Scenario 3.
Compare the first splitting stage (t = 14 ∼ 19s) in Fig.5(a)-Fig.5(e) with Fig.3(a)-Fig3(e) , we find that with the subgroups' centroid positions compensated, the performance of GG-DCPC-G1 could quickly achieve even surpass GG-G0, which illustrates that the compensation of the subgroups' centroid positions is validity, as the compensation can alleviate the mismatch between the splitting model and the actual position caused by time delay. A more obvious superiority on S2 indicates that compensation to subgroups' centroid positions has a better effect while group target splitting according to S2.
From the comparison between GG-DCPC-G1 and GG-DCPC-G12 in Fig.5 , we know that the introduction of splitting gate 2 (see (41) ) greatly improves the performance of the algorithm for splitting group target tracking with a relatively small computational cost. Moreover, the performance of GG-DCPC-G12 filter is superior to GG-DCPC-G1 filter when group 1 split, which indicates that the introduction of splitting gate 2 relaxes the constraints on group target splitting and can distinguish some group splitting events but splitting gate 1 cannot. Fig.5(f) indicates that the running time of GG-DCPC-G12 is almost the same as GG-DCPC-G1 at each time step during group target 1 splitting, and longer than GG-DCPC-G1 only during the splitting stage of group target 2, which indicates that the splitting events detected by splitting gate 2 but not by splitting gate 1 mainly generate at the stage of S2 occurrence. This shows the pertinence of the splitting gate 2 to S2 and splitting gate 1 to S1.
(3) Scenario 3: Only group 3 exists. The group moves with constant velocity during 1 ∼ 5s, and split at t = 6s according to S3, a subgroup with extended elliptic parameters (a 31 , b 31 ) = (15,13.3) and measurement rate γ Static model is applied for target birth. The 4 different splitting tracking filters: GGIW-PHD based splitting filter, GG-G0, GG-DCPC-G12 and a GG-DCPC-G12 based filter (named GG-DCPC-G123) with splitting gate 3 (see (42) ) contained are introduced for scenario 3. The results are shown in Fig.7 .
It can be find from Fig.7 that the GGIW-PHD based splitting filter has the best performances on the estimation of target state and number at the splitting time, which are because that: x The GGIW-PHD based splitting filter predicts the split states at every step, while the area and measurement number decrease, one subgroup with a similar state is likely to be selected automatically to match the real state. y Most importantly, for PHD approach, all updated GGIW components are sorted in descending order according to their weights, then several components with the largest weights are extracted to form the density distribution of multiple targets. That is to say, the extraction of each component is independent of each other. Whether the components are extracted depends only on their own weights. However, for δ-GLMB filter, all updated GLMB component are sorted in descending order according to their weights, then the most weighted one will be extracted as the density distribution of multiple targets. We can see that the weight of a GLMB component is a joint probability multi-target, a GGIW component with a relatively small probability of existence might be extracted as long as the probability of the GLMB component to which it belongs is large enough (that's why there is a time delay in the algorithm when the target dies out). While group target splitting according to S1 and S2, the split pair will be contained in one and the same GLMB component at the predictedsplitting time (the time when the splitting be distinguished), if one of the split pair matches the real state well at this moment, the other subgroup will be estimated although it might not exist actually, which lead to overestimate to the target number while the truth splitting mode of the group target is S3. The GG-G0 approach has a most serious overestimation on group target number during the group target splitting stage (t = 6 ∼ 9s), because the splitting gate (39) is most likely be satisfied in the given splitting scenario (notice that, not all S3 contained scenarios satisfy (39)), and the splitting is wrongly executed by the filter according to S1. Due to the error of estimation and measurement, sometimes splitting gate 1 (see (40) ) or splitting gate 2 (see (41) ) is satisfied, then GG-DCPC-G12 and GG-DCPC-G123 overestimate the group target number, but the performances are much better than GG-G0, because the (40) and (41) are less likely be satisfied compared with (39) condition on S3. GG-DCPC-G12 has a worst performance on extended state estimation because its splitting gates are not satisfied in most cases, and the extended state of the original group target will be used to approximate the split subgroup gradually, and the convergence time is relatively long. Attribute to the introduction of splitting gate 3, GG-DCPC-G123 has a much better performance than GG-G0 and GG-DCPC-G12 in tracking the S3 conditioned group target splitting, because the splitting are likely be correctly distinguished by splitting gate 3 in many cases. Moreover, GG-DCPC-G123 has a best performance on execution time over the 4 given filters.
(4) Scenario 4: 3 group targets exist. Birth time and splitting time of the 3 group targets are t birth = [1, 7, 10] s, t split = [16, 23, 29] s respectively. The 2 split subgroups generated by group target 1 both died at t sd1 = 26s, the 2 split subgroups generated by group target 2 died at t sd2 = [35, 38] s respectively, and the split subgroup generated by group target 3 died at t sd3 = 44s. Other parameters about the group targets and subgroups are the same as the corresponding (sub)groups in the above mentioned scenarios. The ground truth for scenario 4 is shown in Fig.8 , where the ''→'' index the direction of movement.
With ''−ab'' denotes the approaches based on adaptive target birth model, GG-DCPC-G123, GG-ab, GG-G0-ab, GG-PC-G123-ab are introduced in scenario 4. Where, GG-ab denotes the GGIW-δ-GLMB filter with no target splitting considered. GG-G0-ab denotes the adaptive target birth model based GG-G0 approach proposed in [51] . GG-PC-G123-ab denotes the approach based on GG-DCPC-G123 under adaptive target birth model but without the prediction of splitting dimension (see (43) or (44)). As we find in the experiment that splitting dimension prediction will have a relatively big negative effect on approach's performance conditioned on adaptive target birth model, then GG-PC-G123-ab is introduced but not GG-DCPC-G123-ab. The merge strategy for birth components proposed in [51] is adopted to reduce the computational complexity. The results are shown in Fig.9 .
We can learn from Fig.9 that compare with GG-ab approach, other splitting filters has an obviously better performance on the estimation of extended state and track label, because splitting is not considered in GG-ab, while group target splitting, one of the split subgroups will be matched by the original one, and the other will be matched by a newly born target usually (the split subgroup in S3 will be matched either by the original one or a newly born one), it requires a relatively long time to reach convergence, and the estimated track labels are not match the real. However, the GG-ab approach has a best execution time performance as splitting is not considered. As for the 3 group target splitting filters, the pertinence of the splitting gate for GG-G0-ab approach is poor, lead to many misjudgments to group target splitting, which deteriorating the performance and brings a heavy computational burden. The performance of GG-PC-G123-ab approach slightly outperforms GG-DCPC-G123 approach, because the prediction of the splitting dimension is not performed and the missed track could be restarted in the former approach. With the birth components merged, the number of birth component decreased at each step compare to the static target birth model, reducing the number of GLMB component greatly, compensates the computational complexity brought by the cancelling of the operation ''splitting dimension predict'', thus GG-PC-G123-ab and GG-DCPC-G123 have an equal computational burden. , and combined at t = 11s, then the combined group target motion with constant velocity, and the measurement rate is the sum of the original 2 group targets, the truth parameters of the extended ellipse of the combined group target are calculated in time. The combined group target splitting at t = 31s, and the parameters of the extended states and measurement rates are identity to the original 2 groups before combination, and they motion with constant accelerations a x1 ; a y1 = [−2; 10] m/s 2 , a x2 ; a y2 = [−2; −10] m/s 2 during t = 31 ∼ 40s. The ground truth for scenario 5 is shown in Fig.10 , where the ''→'' index the direction of movement.
4 approaches are introduced to the scenario for group target splitting and combination tracking. They are: the splitting and combination approach in [50] (named GGIW-PHD-com), GG-ab approach, the splitting and c approaches proposed in this paper based on GG-DCPC-G123 and GG-PC-G123-ab, named GG-DCPC-G123-com and GG-PC-G123-ab-com respectively. A fixed combination gate o c,ij = 100 is applied in GGIW-PHD-com. The results are shown in Fig.11 .
We can learn from Fig.11 that GGIW-PHD-com approach determine that the 2 group targets combined as early as k = 8s, a few seconds ahead of the actual combining time, moreover, it does have little help with the value of o c,ij varies between 100 and 20, which indicates that this approach is not suitable for tracking space closed targets. A higher track dropout probability for split subgroups compared with scenario 1 indicates that a fixed combination gate for combination and splitting does a negative effect to the tracking of group splitting. GG-DCPC-G123-com and GG-PC-G123-ab-com do have a same performance during group targets combination and outperforms other approaches, which show the effectiveness of the group combination approach. Moreover, a varied combination gate make it does little effect on the performance of the approach in group splitting tracking. Fig.11(e) shows that the time efficiency of GG-DCPC-G123-com is slightly outperforms GG-DCPC-G123 in target stable motion stage, indicates that the combination approach has a positive effect on preventing the wrongly splitting discrimination to some extent, reduces the number of predicted GLMB component.
As there are several critical moments of one track, the OSPA error of time label t = [t b ; t s ; t d ] could not investigate the approaches' performance reliably, the OSPA (2) metric mentioned in [1] ∼ 50s. The ground truth for scenario 6 is shown in Fig.12 , where the ''→'' index the direction of movement. The approaches: GG-DCPC-G123-com, GG-ab and GG-PC-G123-ab-com are introduced to investigate the performance of GG-DCPC-G123-com and GG-PC-G123-abcom in simultaneous cross motion scenario of multiple group targets. The results are shown in Fig.13 .
First, let we neglect the OSPA (2) error. It can be seen from Fig.13(a)-Fig.13 (e) that GG-DCPC-G123-com approach has a worst performance in this scenario, because it suffers serious target loss, and from Fig.13 (e) we can see that the loss mainly occurs around 12s and 50s, which indicates that target loss are mainly caused by target cross motion.
The spikes of the OSPA error indicate that target cross motion will make the performance of the 3 approaches deteriorate dramatically. The performance of GG-PC-G123-abcom approach is slightly better than GG-ab in centroid state and extended state estimation while target crossed, because target cross motion causes the approach missing the track, and there is a time delay in restarting a new track, but for GG-PC-G123-ab-com, it will misjudge that the group is splitting some times, and there is no need to restart a new track, thus no time delay. While there is no target missing when targets crossing, the misjudgment to group splitting will result in an overestimation to the target number, see in Fig.13 (e) . Moreover, the splitting misjudgment will deteriorate the performance of GG-PC-G123-ab-com in track estimation, see in Fig.13 (d) , GG-ab has a better performance compared with GG-PC-G123-ab-com even through the former has a worse performance in centroid state and extended state estimation. The splitting discrimination also increases the computation burden, see in Fig.13 (f) .
As all the 3 approaches are capable of estimating the target track, OSPA (2) metric with the window length L w = 10s is introduced to investigate the approaches' performance, see in Fig.13(a)-Fig.13(c) .
It can be found that, the algorithms' OSPA (2) errors are larger than their OSPA errors in general, because the OSPA(2) errors of each time step captures the performance over a window of time instead of a single time step, track missing or delay or splitting misjudgment is more likely to fall into the sliding window than a certain time, which will result in a larger error.
The spikes of OSPA (2) errors sustain a longer time and have time delay compared to OSPA errors', because errors of a certain time will be forgotten only if it falls outside the time window while in OSPA metric, the error of the previous time will not be considered later.
Interestingly, we find that inconsistent conclusions were reached from OSPA (2) metric and OSPA metric in Fig.13(a)-Fig.13(c) . Where OSPA(2) errors show that the performances of GG-ab are better than GG-PC-G123-abcom in centroid state, extended state and measurement rate state estimation when the two tracks crossing, while OSPA errors indicates GG-PC-G123-ab-com is slightly better as we referred above. The reason is that OSPA (2) concerning on the error of a track during a unit time, it affected by the state estimation, track delay, stability etc. while OSPA error shows in Fig.13(a)-Fig.13(c) only concerning on the (2) and OSPA error of kinematic state, (b) OSPA (2) and OSPA error of extended state, (c) OSPA (2) and OSPA error of measurement rate, (d) OSPA error of track label, (e) estimated group target number, and (f) execution time.
state estimation. We can see the OSPA error as a comprehensive evaluation of the track label performance and the state estimation performance (Fig.13 (d) and Fig.13 (a) or Fig.13 (b) or Fig.13(c) ). So, the evaluation method we applied in Scenarios 1 ∼ Scenarios 4 are consistent with OSPA (2) metric in essence.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, GG-DCPC-G123 and GG-PC-G123-ab approaches are proposed for 3 classical group target splitting modes under the frame of δ-GLMB filter, with the properly set splitting criteria, computational complexity is reduced and tracking performance is improved. Moreover, the tracking scenario with both group target splitting and combination exist are considered, and GG-DCPC-G123-com and GG-PC-G123-ab-com approaches are proposed for group target splitting and combination tracking. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to track group target splitting and combination under the labeled RFS frame. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.
However, the group target splitting and combination tracking is still a tough issue. Especially for the efficiency improvement of the approaches and the evaluation of the tracking performance, e.g., Cramer-Rao lower bounds for multi-group target tracking should be derived, much work is still needed.
